RFP 711-16P
Parking Lot LED Fixtures Breckenridge
Addendum 001
Issued May 20th, 2016

Below are the questions we have received from various parties with respect to this Request for
Proposal, along with our response (indicated in red font). Although we have endeavored to
remove duplicate questions, we have presented the questions below in an unedited format.
We hope this is helpful to you in preparing your proposal. Please remember that bids are due
by 2:00 p.m. Mountain Time on 5/25/16. This addendum is number 001. Please follow the
submittal instructions carefully when submitting your proposal. CMC is not able to accept a
late submittal. Remember to allow a few extra minutes for any technical difficulties all bids will
be received at bids.coloradomtn.edu.
1. When you say you are looking for Conversion fixtures do you want a retrofit kit or a new
fixture? New fixture
2. What is the existing technology of light fixture? Example: 400watt metal halide area pole
head? 100w HPS area pole head
3. What is the quantity for fixtures in this project? 59 fixtures
4. Is there a preferred specification or brand name? No, fixtures needs to be the same or
greater quality than Lithonia brand spec’d
5. Besides just LED, what other technology are you considering putting into the lighting
infrastructure? Such as environmental, surveillance, digital banners, emergency call
buttons etc…None
6. Are real time controls being considered for this project? Real time controls are in place
through BAS
7. Are power analytics required? No
8. What type of control do you want over your lighting infrastructure? Lighting control
system in place using BAS
9. How are existing fixtures currently mounted?
10. Slipfitter on pole, Arm Mount, or with a Truneon Bracket? Arm mount
11. Are there any Wall Mount Fixtures? No
12. Will multiple bids be accepted for different fixtures? No
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